MOTA-ENGIL INFORMS ABOUT CONTRACT FOR HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT IN COLOMBIA WORTH € 270 MILLION

MOTA-ENGIL S.G.P.S., S.A. (MOTA-ENGIL) hereby informs about the signing, by its local subsidiary, of a construction contract in Colombia.

The contract with a global construction amount of around € 270 million, will have an estimated duration of 46 months and contemplates the construction of a power generation plant for Talasa ProjectCo SAS an SPV with a majority of chinese investors amongst which the China Communications Construction Company (CCCC) and the China Three Gorges Corporation (CTG).

We highlight also the recent signing of a contract for the construction in 540 days of a new 24km stretch of a road (Barranca Larga-Ventanilla) in Mexico, worth around € 45 million.

The award of these contracts is yet another relevant example of MOTA-ENGIL’s commercial dynamics in Latin America, with this region continuing to enhance the GROUP’s development.
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